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I. Introduction

Community colleges play a critical and unique role in the U.S. higher education system. There are nearly 1,000 public two-year colleges that together enroll more than 5 million students (37% of U.S. college students) per academic year. As open access institutions, most community colleges embrace a dual mission of preparing students to transfer to four-year colleges or universities and helping students acquire skills needed for employment. Consistent with this mission, community colleges serve more part-time and older students as well as more low-income, racially minoritized, and first-generation college students than do four-year institutions. Yet for all their virtues, community colleges struggle with low completion rates and troubling achievement gaps between demographic groups.

Community colleges are attractive to many students because they are close to home and relatively low-cost. In 2021-22, they charged an average of $4,000 for tuition and fees, compared to an average of $9,700 for public four-year institutions and $38,800 for private nonprofit four-year institutions (National Center for Education Statistics, 2023). With relatively low tuition revenue per student, community colleges depend heavily on funding from state and local governments and other sources, yet many states have substantially cut appropriations to public colleges over time. Baum and Johnson (2015) report a decline of approximately 25% in state appropriations in real terms on a full-time equivalent per-student (FTE) basis from 2000-2001 to 2014-2015 and funding declines have continued since then (Mitchell et al., 2019). While some public four-year colleges have been able to compensate for state funding reductions by increasing tuition revenue (Bound et al., 2019), community colleges are typically much more constrained in their ability to set tuition levels (and do not have the option of increasing the proportion of students paying out-of-state tuition).
Accounting for all sources of funding, community colleges operate on average with less than one third of the funds available to public four-year colleges per FTE student: $12,430 versus $38,560 (2019-20 academic year).\(^1\) While the gap may be explained in part by differences in faculty compensation and educational mission and facilities, students who attend community colleges are arguably in greater need of academic and nonacademic support than students who attend four-year institutions (Kolbe & Baker, 2019).

The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic provided an unprecedented challenge to the funding systems for community colleges because it led to a sudden economic downturn paired with sudden, steep enrollment declines. This was atypical in that usually community college enrollment increases when the employment rate decreases (i.e., the relationship between enrollment and the economy is countercyclical) (e.g., Betts & McFarland, 1995). From fall 2019 to fall 2021, community college enrollments dropped by more than 15% and revenue from tuition and fees fell sharply as enrollments dropped by more than 15 percent (National Student Clearinghouse Research Center, 2024). The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act and subsequent legislation, Congress injected $4.6 trillion into the U.S. economy, including nearly $25 billion for community colleges through the Higher Education Emergency Relief (HEER) Fund (Jenkins & Fink, 2020; Daniels et al., 2024). This infusion more than compensated for lost revenue from tuition and fees, amounting to an increase of $1,700 per FTE student in 2021-22 compared to 2018-19 (Belfield et al., 2024b). HEER funding lasted approximately three years before the program ended in 2023 (Daniels et al., 2024).

With the worst of COVID now behind them—and HEER funding no longer available—community colleges face three major challenges to their funding models. First, they must find

\(^1\) CCRC calculation using data from the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS).
ways to continue improving the delivery of high-quality education, including some support for students’ basic needs, despite the constraints of declines in state appropriations and the need to keep tuition and fees at a level that students can afford. Second, there is growing interest in performance-based funding models that link some portion of community college funding to outcomes like degree completion rates, which are influenced by many factors, including some that are outside of colleges’ control (e.g., local labor markets and students’ academic preparedness when they enter college). Third, like other higher education institutions, community colleges are facing a demographic cliff. The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) projects a decade of declines in high school graduates on a yearly basis starting in 2025, which would likely reduce demand for community colleges in general (though NCES still projects a greater number of high school graduates in 2030 than in 2012-2013). Together, these challenges may create a cycle of unintended consequences in which community colleges may be forced to reduce or eliminate the very programs and services that make them attractive to prospective students, leading to further enrollment declines and perhaps even closure.

Given the importance of community colleges in ensuring access to higher education—particularly for groups that are underrepresented in higher education as a whole—it is critical for researchers and policymakers to understand how these institutions are funded and what financing strategies may be better suited to promoting equitable student success. To address these issues, this paper asks four main questions: First, what has prior research shown to be the relationship between institutional funding and performance? Second, how do the funding models in selected states vary and affect colleges’ ability to navigate the current conditions and improve student success? Third, what do colleges’ uses of HEER funding reveal about their fiscal needs and
priorities? And fourth, what are the implications for policymakers and researchers moving forward?

The paper proceeds as follows. Section II lays a foundation with a more detailed review of the mission of community colleges, the students they serve, and the outcomes they produce. Section III summarizes key results from past literature on higher education finance and the relationship between financing and institutional performance. Section IV presents a comparative analysis of the funding models in six states—California, Michigan, New York, Ohio, Tennessee, and Texas. Section V examines HEER funding for community colleges in the focal states and analyzes results from an institutional survey and interviews to understand how college leaders used federal funds and other sources of revenue to weather the pandemic and how they are planning for the future. Section VI builds on these results to discuss the outlook for community college finance, as well as policy and research implications. Section VII concludes.

II. Community College Mission, Students, and Performance

Community colleges were introduced in the early 20th century in fast-growing states in the Midwest and on the West Coast that did not have the concentration of private colleges and universities found on the East Coast. Junior colleges, as they were then known, were designed to make it easier for students to complete the first two years of college at low cost to students and taxpayers. They were publicly financed and often operated as extensions of high school. The University of Chicago and other leading universities championed the junior college model so that they could place more emphasis on research and professional training rather than general education (Thelin, 2004; Wood, 1987).

In the second half of the 20th century, the role of community colleges expanded to encompass vocational or workforce training. Initially, this came in response to the country’s
need to find productive work for soldiers returning from World War II and complete the shift from a wartime to a peacetime economy. The Presidential Commission on Higher Education, created by Harry S. Truman in 1946, identified the need for postsecondary institutions that would offer adult education, apprentice-style vocational preparation, and terminal programs that did not require advanced study. The Commission is credited with introducing community colleges into the lexicon and called for federal funding to address regional and local demands for higher education and vocational training. The Commission’s recommendations had little effect on federal policy at the time, but influenced thinking among higher education leaders and the development of state higher education systems (Gilbert & Heller, 2010; Reuben & Perkins, 2007; Thelin, 2004).

Today, most community colleges offer programs aimed at students with a wide variety of interests and goals. With two years of full-time study, students may earn an Associate of Arts (AA) or Associate of Science (AS) degree that prepares them to enter a four-year institution as college juniors. Students may also earn an Associate of Applied Science (AAS)—generally considered a terminal two-year degree—in fields such as business, nursing, information technology, and mechanical engineering. For students interested in shorter-term programs and certificates, community colleges offer an array of credit and noncredit programs tied to specific occupations or skills.

The community college mission continues to evolve. In many parts of the country, community colleges now partner with local school districts to offer dual enrollment programs, in which high school students earn high school and college credits simultaneously. Dual enrollment has grown markedly over the past 10 years and accounts for one out of every five community college students in the nation (Fink & Jenkins, 2023). In roughly half the states, community
colleges have also started to offer bachelor’s degrees. These credentials, known as the Community College Baccalaureate (CCB), are usually limited to a few high demand fields like nursing and are offered in rural areas that are underserved by four-year institutions (Soler, 2019). Some states, such as Florida and Washington, now offer the CCB at urban and rural community colleges.

The emergence of the CCB has complicated the traditional definition of a community college as a two-year public institution. The National Center for Education Statistics classifies CCB-granting institutions as four-year public institutions, even though the CCB usually accounts for a small fraction of the degrees awarded by the colleges. The American Association of Community Colleges (AACC) and the Community College Research Center (CCRC) argue that CCB-granting institutions should remain classified as public two-year institutions so long as they maintain their community college identity and mostly award associate degrees (Fink & Jenkins, 2020), and we follow that convention here.

A. Student Characteristics

Figure 1 shows the total enrollment in public two-year, public four-year, and private nonprofit four-year institutions in fall 2022, using data from the National Student Clearinghouse Research Center (Causey et al., 2023). In fall 2022, public two-year colleges enrolled approximately 5.4 million students at 983 institutions, or 37% of all undergraduate students in the U.S. Public four-year institutions enrolled just over 6 million undergraduates (41%), and private nonprofit four-year institutions enrolled close to 2.7 million (18%). Private for-profit four-year institutions, many of which deliver instruction online, accounted for a little more than 600,000 undergraduates (4%).
Figure 1.

Total Enrollment by Sector (Fall 2022)

Source: Causey et al., 2023. Public Two-Year includes CCB-granting institutions.

Figure 2 compares undergraduate enrollment in the three major sectors of higher education by full-time/part-time status (for simplicity, we exclude enrollments at private for-profit colleges). The difference in enrollment status across higher education sectors is striking: At public two-year institutions, most students attend part-time (64%), whereas at public and private non-profit four-year institutions, most students attend full-time (80% and 77%, respectively).

Another important difference is shown in Figure 3: Students attending public two-year institutions are often older than students attending four-year institutions. Slightly more than one-third of students attending community college are over 24 years old, compared to 17% of undergraduates at public four-year institutions and 24% of undergraduates at private nonprofit colleges and universities. This means that community college students are often working or
raising families while they go to college, and likely have different needs for support than traditional-age college students.

**Figure 2.**

Share of Enrollment by Sector by Full- and Part-Time Status

Source: Causey et al., 2023. Public Two-Year includes CCB-granting institutions.

**Figure 3.**

Share of Student Enrollments by Sector and Age

Source: Causey et al., 2023. Public Two-Year includes CCB-granting institutions.
Figure 4 presents undergraduate enrollments by race/ethnicity. Compared to four-year institutions—public or private—community colleges enroll a higher percentage of Hispanic students (24% versus 16% or 12% at public four-year or private four-year institutions, respectively) and fewer white students (38% versus 48%). Public two-year institutions also serve proportionally more Black and Native American students and fewer Asian students than their four-year counterparts. Not shown on the chart, women undergraduates are in the majority across all higher education sectors (56% to 58%).

Figure 4.

Student Race/Ethnicity by Sector

There is no systematic reporting by colleges and universities on the household incomes of their students, but an analysis of data from the U.S. Census Bureau affirms the important role community colleges play in serving low-income students. Fifty-seven percent of undergraduates attending public two-year institutions are from households with income below 200 percent of federal poverty guidelines (or roughly $50,000 per year for a family of four), compared to 46%
of students attending public four-year institutions and 42% of students attending private four-year institutions. The Census data also show that students from low-income families are more likely to attend open-access or minimally selective institutions than more selective institutions, public or private (Fountain, 2019).

B. Student Outcomes

Many students who attend community colleges do not complete a program of study. According to the National Student Clearinghouse Research Center (Lee & Shapiro, 2023), only 43% of degree-seeking students who started at a community college earned a credential from any institution within six years, compared to 67% of students who began at a public four-year institution and 78% of students who began at private four-year institutions (see Figure 5).

Figure 5.

Six-Year Completion Rates by Sector

In addition, there are troubling disparities by race and ethnicity across all higher education sectors. In community colleges, 32% of Black students earned credentials within six years compared to 54% of Asian students and 51% of White students. Finally, there are gaps by
gender and age group. Male students at community colleges are less likely to earn credentials than female students (4% versus 47%), and students who begin college when they are older (over age 24) are less likely to earn credentials than those who begin college when they are age 20 or younger (35% versus 46%) (Lee & Shapiro, 2023).

Only a small fraction of community college students transfer to a four-year institution. An analysis of NSCRC data shows that one-third of degree-seeking students who begin at a community college accomplish this goal within a six-year period and that an even smaller number (16%) earns a bachelor’s degree within six years. Lower income, Black, and older students transfer and complete a bachelor’s degree at lower rates than students overall (11%, 9%, and 9%, respectively) (Velasco et al., 2024).

Students who attend community college to improve their employment prospects generally derive some economic benefit, though it is hard to prove a causal effect. Mountjoy (2021) proposed and implemented an instrumental variables approach that combines distance from home to (1) nearest four-year college and (2) nearest community college; using administrative data from Texas, Mountjoy’s approach provides plausibly causal estimates that indicate significant wage gains for attending community colleges, but only for students on the margin between attending community college and not college at all. These results are broadly consistent with a longstanding prior literature that relied on less rigorous identification strategies (see, for example, Kane and Rouse (1995), Belfield and Bailey (2017), U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2023)).

Finally, there is evidence that community colleges—or at least high performing community colleges—increase intergenerational income mobility. Chetty et al. (2017) examined education and income tax records for 30 million individuals between 1999 and 2013 and found
that some community colleges and mid-tier public universities were more successful in moving
students from the bottom income quintile to the top income quintile than the nation’s most
selective colleges and universities. Two institutions that outperformed all others were the City
University of New York (CUNY)—which includes two- and four-year colleges—and Glendale
Community College, near Los Angeles. The authors call for more research to identify the
policies and practices that lead to these outcomes and conclude that channeling more funding to
institutions like these may offer a scalable strategy to increase upward mobility for larger
numbers of students.

III. Community College Revenues and Funding Models

In part reflecting the multi-dimensional and evolving mission of community colleges,
funding for community colleges is a complex and varied process (Ward et al., 2020). Nationally,
about half of all funding for community colleges comes from state appropriations, whereas
federal investments generally represent a small source (5% to 15%) of their revenue. Community
colleges also receive funding directly from students, in the form of tuition and fees; nationally,
tuition and fees represent about 28% of total revenue for community colleges (calculated from
IPEDS data). In 2018, community colleges in 29 states were at least partially funded through
local appropriations, but in 21 states no community colleges received local revenue, up from 12
states in 2007 (Ortagus et al., 2022; Tollefson, 2009).

The revenue profiles that result from these sources of funding vary across states. For
example, in 2019, community colleges in Hawaii, Wyoming, and Wisconsin received the largest
share of their revenue—65%, 47%, and 36%, respectively—from state appropriations. By
contrast, community colleges in Arizona and Vermont received 5% and 20%, respectively, from
state appropriations (Belfield et al., 2024a). Tuition also varies substantially across states, with
students in Vermont community colleges paying roughly six times as much in tuition as students in California community colleges ($8,660 versus $1,440, respectively, in 2023-24; Ma & Pender, 2023).

Prior research suggests that state appropriations for higher education affect student outcomes. Using quasi-experimental designs, researchers have demonstrated that increases in state investments in higher education lead to greater enrollments and completions in the four-year university sector (Deming & Walters, 2018; Bound et al., 2019); this has also been replicated in the context of community colleges (Chakrabarti et al., 2020). Despite this evidence, some states have been shifting away from investments in higher education, particularly in terms of general operating funding, and often reduce higher education funding first in tight budget years (Cummings et al., 2021; Bound et al., 2019; Delaney & Doyle, 2011).

In certain contexts, these reductions in appropriations can be offset by increased local revenues or student tuition and fees, but institutions’ ability to raise these funds varies widely (Bound et al., 2019; McFarlin et al., 2017; Webber, 2017). Local revenues are generally derived from property taxes but community colleges in a small number of states generate local funding from sales taxes and utility fees (Education Commission of the States, 2021). Research has documented how reliance on local revenue can increase inequities in funding across institutions within a state, in particular to the disservice of institutions in rural communities and institutions serving larger shares of low-income students (Ortagus et al., 2022). Additionally, tuition and fees are capped in some states. For example, in California, community colleges are explicitly restricted from raising tuition above a statewide limit ($46 per credit hour).

A. State Funding Formulas
State support for community colleges reflects the public benefits generated by college attainment, including economic growth, reduced reliance on social assistance programs, improved health outcomes, and civic participation (Bloom et al., 2007; Ma et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2019; Oreopoulos & Salvanes, 2011). As noted earlier, community colleges first emerged as extensions of the secondary educational system, and these origins have influenced funding policies as well, with certain aspects of community college funding formulas more closely resembling K-12 district funding formulas than appropriations to four-year universities (Mullin & Honeyman, 2008). The ways that states determine how appropriated funds are distributed to community colleges and the extent to which policymakers attempt to shape institutional actions reflect the principal-agent dynamic between state governments and community colleges (Lane & Kivisto, 2008). Lingo et al. (2023) bucket community college funding formulas into three categories based on their funding allocation mechanisms:

(1) **Traditional models**, wherein institutions receive similar increases or decreases in allocations regardless of specific institutional characteristics (such as location), inputs (such as enrollments), or outputs (such as completions). These are sometimes referred to as base or incremental models.

(2) **Incentive models**, wherein institutions receive funding based on specific institutional inputs (usually enrollment) or outputs (such as retention or completion rates). These are oftentimes called performance- or outcomes-based models.

(3) **Hybrid models**, wherein institutions receive funding based on some combination of factors, including base funding as well as funding tied to enrollments and/or student outcomes.
Baum and Cohn (2023) conclude that traditional funding models are often inequitable across community colleges within a state because they do not adequately account for differences in enrollment and local funding. To this end, incentive and hybrid models may include equity components, which weight the funded factors (like enrollment or student outcomes) by student characteristics (such as low-income status), institutional characteristics (such as rurality) and program characteristics (for instance, programs aligned with ‘high wage or high growth’ fields) (Kelchen et al., 2023).

Lingo et al. (2023) found that between fiscal years 2004 and 2020, the number of two-year college systems with traditional models decreased from 20 to nine (a 54% decrease), while the number of systems with hybrid models increased from 26 to 36 (a 41% increase). The number of systems tying funding for two-year colleges to base allocations, student enrollments, and student outcomes rose from two to 17 (Lingo et al., 2023). During the same time period, 26 systems added an equity component to their two-year college funding formula (Kelchen et al., 2023).

Viewed through the principal-agent framework, these shifts indicate that states initially viewed their contracts with community colleges as being means to expand opportunity and access to higher education for students, first by providing general funding for community colleges and then by explicitly incentivizing greater student enrollments. Over time, that focus has shifted to include a stronger emphasis on student outcomes, potentially as a reaction to low completion rates in community colleges (given the social benefits of higher education tend to follow degree attainment rather than simply enrollment). Equity components represent both a desire to mitigate disparities in educational opportunities and outcomes across student populations and to tighten the connection between community colleges and the labor market.
Some equity components based on institutional characteristics, such as rurality, seek to address community colleges’ high fixed costs in the budget model. Often referred to as stabilization funds, this mechanism helps address the challenges some colleges have achieving economies of scale and the economic constraints in particular localities. The variability in institutional contexts and the dynamics of funding and cost intersections illustrate the complexity of community college finance and the challenge of incentivizing institutional behavior statewide via a single funding formula.

While blunt, funding formulas are the key mechanism by which states can invest in community colleges and incentivize them to improve performance. In particular, performance-(or outcomes-) based funding reflects an attempt on the part of states to prompt community colleges to improve their efficiency and production of degrees, often when faced with popular opposition to taxes and questions about the value of higher education (Dougherty et al., 2014). States implementing performance-based funding tie at least part of community college funding to student outcomes, including retention, credit accumulation, and credential completion (Dougherty et al., 2014; Kelchen et al., 2023). However, the evidence to date suggests that performance-based funding has at best a tenuous relationship with improved student outcomes and likely has unintended consequences on equitable student access and institutional funding (Kelchen et al., 2024; Ortagus et al., 2020; Ortagus et al., 2021a; Ortagus et al., 2021b; Tandberg & Hillman, 2014).

Persistently low community college attainment suggests the dominant funding approaches are not working. Is there enough public money going to community colleges? Do existing funding formulas distribute money within states in ways that help all community colleges strengthen their performance? How should community colleges deploy the funding they
get so that they generate improved and more equitable outcomes? Researchers have turned to other potential frameworks to answer these questions and better understand the ways public investment in community colleges can promote student success.

**B. Adequacy and Equity in Community College Funding**

Shaped by a series of state and federal judicial rulings, K-12 funding is often discussed in terms of adequacy and equity (Hanushek & Lindseth, 2009; Odden, 2000; Romano & Palmer, 2023). In this framing, funding “adequacy” is defined as providing educational organizations with the financial resources needed to ensure students are equipped with basic literacy and numeracy skills, as enumerated in certain state constitutional provisions or as interpreted by the courts (for example, the Rose standards in Kentucky enumerating specific skills and knowledge students should acquire via a public education). States may conduct cost studies to determine what levels of funding would be adequate, taking into account factors such as teacher salaries and recommended class sizes, instructional materials, technology, facilities, and others. Some scholars have argued that a similar framework may be useful for designing community college finance (Baker & Levin, 2017; Kahlenberg, 2015; Melguizo et al., 2017; The Century Foundation, 2019; Romano & Palmer, 2023). The translation of such a framework is complicated by at least three challenges. First, there is no set of agreed upon common measures of a “successful” community college education. Should outcomes be assessed as degree completion within 150 percent of expected completion, meeting some income threshold after completion, reaching a score on a yet-to-be-developed common assessment, or something else? Without a defined outcome, the costs of producing that outcome cannot be estimated (Carnevale et al., 2018; Romano & Palmer, 2023). Second, even if there were an agreed upon set of outcomes, state constitutional education clauses apply to a compulsory K-12 education, not higher
education, meaning there is no imperative for states to ensure community college students reach those outcomes (Melguizo et al., 2017). Third, determining whether “adequate” funding is provided requires an estimated cost function for community colleges to produce the desired outcome, including cost estimates of the inputs that successfully lead to student success (The Century Foundation, 2019).

One approach to determining “adequate” funding levels for community colleges is to estimate total costs for a combination of inputs deemed sufficient to support the progression of students to complete a degree and (perhaps) navigate a subsequent transition into the workforce. An obvious challenge for this approach is determining the constellation of inputs to consider as community college students bring many strengths but may confront an array of barriers to complete a degree and attain an appropriate job, including basic needs insecurities (Wood & Harris, 2022), a lack of trusting relationships with teachers, advisors, and administrators (Stanton-Salazar, 1997), unmet financial need (Dynarski & Scott-Clayton, 2006; Dynarski et al., 2013), and labor market frictions (Wood & Harris, 2022).

Goolsbee et al. (2019) apply this general approach to estimate the cost of increasing the share of working-age Americans with a college degree or equivalent credential to 65% by 2030, which they estimate to equal the “expected share of jobs requiring advanced skills in that year.” They proceed in two stages. First, they compute that additional funding of $11.9 billion per year would equalize funding for community college and four-year public college students on a per FTE basis. Next, they use funding-elasticity estimates from Deming and Walters (2018) to conclude that an additional $10.1 billion per year would be required to enable substantially more students to meet the desired goal in terms of degree completion.
To assess “adequate” funding levels for community colleges we can also look at the costs associated with interventions that successfully improve community college student degree completion. The Guided Pathways model utilizes system level reform to provide additional structure and support for students (Bailey et al., 2015), but such reforms are costly and require considerable institutional will. Belfield (2020) found that Guided Pathways implementation costs approximately $7.1 million a year, or $450 per student, for a typical institution enrolling 4,000 FTE students. This represents 12 percent of the typical college’s annual budget. There have also been several positive evaluations of the effects of the Accelerated Study in Associate Programs (ASAP), which offers community college students financial support (in the form of a last-dollar scholarship as well as subsidizing or covering transportation costs) in addition to intensive advising, block scheduling, and a multi-semester success seminar. An initial experimental evaluation of ASAP found that it nearly doubled degree completion rates but with relatively high net cost per student of $13,838 during its two-year duration plus an additional $9,162 in follow-up costs until degree completion (Scrivener et al., 2015). More recent experimental studies of ASAP have found that a scaled-down version of the program still produces significant positive results (Azurdia & Galkin, 2020; Miller & Weiss, 2022).

Another approach to determining “adequate” funding for a community college education is to estimate a cost function based on past budget data. In the context of the early 2000s California system, researchers estimated a cost of $9,200 per FTE student (The Century Foundation, 2019). A more recent cost analysis from the Texas community college system suggests $10,385-$11,998 per student would represent adequate funding, with funding needs increasing based on student characteristics—for example, the estimated cost for a first generation student is almost $15,000 (Levin et al., 2022). While the specific cost of an adequate community
college education is difficult to estimate, what is clear is that community colleges struggle to achieve their multifaceted missions and serve the needs of their students with the financial resources they have (The Century Foundation, 2019).

As with “adequacy,” funding “equity” is similarly challenging to translate to the community college context. Equity in K-12 finance redresses variation in the available tax base across school districts as well as directing additional funding towards students with more costly educational needs. In the K-12 context, state and federal funding often counter disparities in local funding and progressively direct funding towards learners based on need (Chingos & Blagg, 2017; Education Commission of the States, n.d.). In the community college context, certain features of state funding formulas can perpetuate resource inequities across institutions by, for example, providing similar funding to institutions regardless of differences in their local funding and in the characteristics of their students (Kelchen et al., 2024; Shaw et al., 2023). State funding formulas can also behave progressively by including equity components based on institutional (for example, rurality), programmatic (for example, programs aligned with high demand fields), and student characteristics (for example, adult students). Scholars (e.g., Melguizo et al., 2017) have proposed methods by which states can assess their funding formulas to determine the extent to which they promote both equitable funding and efficient operations among community colleges.

IV. Comparative State Case Studies

This analysis delves deeper into the variation in state finance policy and funding formulas for community colleges in six states: California, Michigan, New York, Ohio, Tennessee, and Texas. It contributes to the scholarship first by expanding the number of states for which we have case studies of funding models. We build on recent multi-state analyses (Baum & Cohn,
2023; Shaw et al., 2023), adding three states (Michigan, New York, and Tennessee). Moreover, these case studies are useful context for analyses presented later in this paper, where we compare absolute levels of HEER funding received and HEER funding as a percentage of total revenue.

The states included in our comparative analysis collectively enroll about half of all community college students nationally and represent an array of geographic, political, and financial contexts. They also reflect variation in size and governance structures. Three of these states were already under study in a project led by CCRC.² More recently, state leaders in each signaled an interest in questions of finance, agreeing to participate in a survey conducted by the Accelerating Recovery in Community Colleges (ARCC) Network that asked community colleges how they used HEER funds during the pandemic.³

A. Current Funding

To gauge overall funding in the six states, we first present the proportion of funding per FTE student by source and state in 2019 using Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS) data (Figure 6). We use 2019 data for this comparison because it excludes federal pandemic relief funding and thus reflects a more typical revenue profile of each state than those of the last few years.

---

² Paving the Way to Equitable, Adequate, and Effective Community College Funding
³ This ARCC analysis includes federal data analysis paired with the results of a survey of college relief spending and will inform pandemic recovery efforts and help policymakers plan for future public health or other emergencies.
Among the states in our sample, Tennessee derives the most revenue from the state, followed by California and Ohio. Texas, under the funding model in place in 2019, has the lowest proportion of state funding. Local funding varies across states as well, with community colleges in Texas receiving the most local funding (36%) and colleges in Tennessee (1%) receiving the least. Tuition and fees, which nationally made up 28% of community college revenue in 2019, comprise the highest proportion of total revenues for colleges in Tennessee (43%) and the lowest in California (13%).

The aggregate state level revenue distribution can obscure significant variation within states, driven primarily by variation in local funding. Figure 7 shows this variation in Ohio as an example. In 2019, Cuyahoga Community College derived 22% of revenue from the state, 42% from local sources, and 17% from tuition and fees. Marion Technical College, by contrast, received 50% of revenue from the state and 41% from tuition and fees. It received no local
funding. Ohio has significant intrastate variation in revenues, in part, due to variation in which colleges are able to derive local revenue.

**Figure 7.**

Distribution of Revenue by Source in Ohio (2019)

![Graph showing distribution of revenue sources in Ohio](image)

*Note.* Data from IPEDS.

**B. Description of State Systems and Funding Models**

We borrow from the existing literature to characterize the funding formulas within the focal states as *traditional, incentive,* and *hybrid,* as discussed previously, and compare their
underlying allocation mechanisms (e.g., Kelchen et al., 2023; Lingo et al., 2021; Lingo et al., 2023). By allocation mechanisms, we refer to particular features of the models, such as whether all or part of the state allocations to colleges are determined by multiplying a fixed dollar amount (e.g., $2,000) by FTE enrollment (categorized as “enrollment”) or by achieving a particular benchmark or outcome like a specific persistence or graduation rate (categorized as “performance”). In Table 1, we adapt Lingo et al. (2023, 2021) to organize allocation mechanisms by funding formula type and provide definitions.

Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional Formula Allocation Mechanisms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Base</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutions receive a similar percentage point increase/decrease based on prior year’s funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Incentive</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enrollment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding at each college is tied to student enrollment levels as measured by headcount or FTE student and does not protect base funding levels; funding can vary by degree program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocates all funding for a college based on performance metrics as outlined by the state or board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enrollment + Performance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination of enrollment and performance mechanisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hybrid</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Base + Enrollment:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination of base and enrollment mechanisms; typically includes a protected base or stop-loss provision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Base + Performance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination of base and performance mechanisms; typically a performance based model that includes stop-loss provisions that protect the majority of current funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Base + Enrollment + Performance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination of base, enrollment, and performance mechanisms; typically includes performance metrics and a protected base or a stop-loss provision</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Adapted from Lingo et al. (2021, 2023).

To test the veracity of our understanding of each state’s formula, we conducted member check interviews with policymakers in each state and solicited their input on preliminary
descriptions of the funding models and allocation mechanisms. The preliminary descriptions
drew from primary data collected during the course of CCRC’s project on community college
finance and secondary sources (e.g., policy documents and existing research). The following
state funding model summaries were then developed.

These summaries include descriptions of the community college sector in each state,
presenting 2019 headcount and FTE enrollment and the percent change in enrollment on an FTE
basis from 2019-2022. We draw on IPEDS data for the headcount and FTE data and adjust the
two-year public sector to include community colleges that confer baccalaureate degrees (Belfield
et. al., 2024a). Additionally, we include information about system or institutional governance.

California. California is home to 116 community colleges in 73 districts that enrolled
approximately 2.2 million students (912,691 FTE students) in 2019. From 2019 to 2022,
community college enrollment declined 19%. Community college students comprised roughly
45% of undergraduates in California in 2021. California uses a participatory governance
structure whereby a state board of governors sets policy that is administered through the
chancellor’s office. A hybrid state funding model called the Student Centered Funding Formula
(SCFF) went into effect in 2018. SCFF combines components of incentive and traditional
funding models. Colleges’ share of state funding collected through Proposition 98 (funds from
state and local taxes that go to K-12 and community colleges) is distributed based on overall
enrollment (70%), enrollment of low-income and undocumented students (20%), and student
success outcomes (10%). The SCFF includes equity weightings such that colleges that achieve
specified success outcomes for low-income students receive 10% additional funding. It also
includes stability funding intended to provide a cushion to college’s budgets resulting from
enrollment changes and other factors. Baum and Cohn (2023) observe that the resulting “state
funding levels are negatively correlated with local funding levels, reducing the variation in resources among institutions, but the range of combined funding is still large” on a per FTE student basis. Unlike other states, California has imposed an expenditure requirement for unrestricted (Proposition 98) funds. According to the state’s 50 percent rule, colleges must spend at least half of this revenue on instructional expenses.

**Michigan.** There are 31 community colleges in Michigan that enrolled approximately 249,160 students (113,355 FTE students) in 2019 and account for about 49% of undergraduate enrollments in the state (MI School Data, n.d.). Between 2019-2022, community college enrollment declined 13%. There is no centralized governance structure for Michigan’s community colleges. A newly created state agency, the Michigan Department of Lifelong Education, Advancement, and Potential (MiLEAP), works with the Department of Education to set and provide policy guidance. The Michigan Community College Association serves a coordinating and advocacy function for the sector, including on matters of finance. Each community college is governed by elected trustees. The community college funding model can be categorized as *hybrid* in that it includes features of both traditional and incentive models. The formula includes a base funding component (30%), funding for contact hours weighted for health and technology/industrial fields (30%), performance metrics (30%), funding for administrative costs (5%), and local strategic value (5%). Base funding allocations were set several decades ago and have remained consistent since. There are three evenly-weighted performance metrics: number of degree and certificate completions, six-year completion rates, and completion improvement measured over six years.

**New York.** There are two community college systems in New York. The State University of New York (SUNY) system enrolled 266,872 students (or 165,331 FTE students) at
30 community colleges in 2019. Community college students comprised 50% of total SUNY undergraduate enrollments in fall 2023 (State University of New York, 2024). SUNY’s community colleges are decentralized and each college is governed by a board of trustees appointed by the governor or local sponsors. The City University of New York (CUNY) system enrolled approximately 126,023 students (72,106 FTE students) in seven community colleges in 2019. Community college students were roughly 34% of all CUNY undergraduates in fall 2022. The CUNY colleges report to a single board of trustees with some members appointed by the governor and others by the mayor. From 2019 to 2022, statewide community college enrollment (including both SUNY and CUNY) declined 24%, the largest enrollment drop in our sample.

While some of their funding sources are distinct, SUNY and CUNY have similar funding models that can be categorized as a *traditional*, primarily base (i.e., incremental) funding model. The state share of the model is calculated based on the lesser of two fifths (40%) of the net operating budget or net operating costs of the college and the the amount for funded full-time enrollments (budgeted or actual FTE students multiplied by a state determined amount) in eligible programs plus up to half of rental costs for space (State University of New York, 2021). Additionally, community colleges rely on local sponsor support to contribute funding for baseline operating costs and programmatic budget priorities. New York City is the local sponsor for CUNY. In recent years, community college funding levels have been bolstered by a funding floor (or maintenance of effort mechanism), where the state approves FTE student funding amounts as a percentage of funding from the previous year. This maintenance of effort mechanism has stabilized community college funding amounts amidst enrollment declines, particularly through the pandemic.
Ohio. In Ohio, there are 23 community colleges that enrolled approximately 229,976\textsuperscript{4} students (or 99,011 FTE students) in 2019, comprising 25% of total undergraduate enrollments in the state (Ohio Department of Higher Education, 2024). Between 2019-2022, enrollment declined about 12%. Like Michigan, there is no formal community college system in Ohio. Instead, the colleges are overseen by the Ohio Department of Higher Education and rely on the Ohio Association of Community Colleges for statewide organization and advocacy efforts. The funding formula for Ohio’s community colleges is a performance based incentive model. Ohio’s State Share of Instruction (SSI) model funds colleges based on three outcome measures: course completion (which constitutes 50% of funding), success points (25%), and completion milestones (25%) (Snyder et al., 2023). Course completion is determined by multiplying an average statewide cost-based calculation and the number of FTE students who pass a course. Success points include credit-hour benchmarks earned in 12-credit increments and completion of college-level English and math courses within 30 credit hours. Completion milestones include the number of associates degree completions, certificate completions, and transfers with 12 or more credit hours (Snyder et al., 2023; Ohio Board of Regents, 2020). The SSI model uses a proportional distribution method for each set of outcomes, where institutions receive a proportional share of funding for the total earned across each outcome plus an additional amount for outcomes achieved by students who qualify for equity and access categories. Notably, the largest performance measure, course completion, is correlated with enrollment.

Tennessee. In Tennessee, there are 13 community colleges (excluding technical colleges) that enrolled approximately 114,690 students (56,894 FTE students) in 2019 or roughly 22% of undergraduate enrollment in the state (Tennessee Higher Education Commission [THEC], 2021).

\textsuperscript{4} Enrollment figures for Ohio exclude Eastern Gateway Community College.
From 2019-2022, community college enrollment declined 18%. The Tennessee Board of Regents (TBR) regulates but does not centrally govern the state’s community colleges. The funding formula for Tennessee’s community colleges is primarily driven by a performance based incentive model. The state collects performance data across its community colleges, counts each outcome at each institution, and attaches premiums and weights to the counted outcomes (including rewards for achieving certain outcomes overall and among a given focus population) (Quittmeyer & Veach, 2023). The outcomes are first compared to the institution’s average outcomes from the previous three years to determine the degree of improvement or decline, and then are compared to other institutions in the state. Finally, community colleges are awarded points based on student outcomes and higher-scoring institutions receive greater funding.

Roughly, 80% of performance points are assigned to institutions for achieving specific student outcomes (Quittmeyer & Veach, 2023). Outcomes in the formula include student progression (i.e., accumulating 12, 24, or 36 credit hours), credential completion, and efficiency measures. Outcome data, which is collected by the THEC, is weighted for specific student populations of interest, including adult learners, low-income students, and academically underprepared students. When a student from one of the populations of interest achieves one of the outcomes, the state awards the college an 80% premium. The incentives grow larger as more students from these historically underserved groups achieve the outcomes. Additional points are awarded for fixed costs (e.g., facility upkeep) and quality assurance (i.e., additional funding to institutions that meet certain quality standards such as student assessment scores). These categories account for the remaining 20% of the state’s allocation formula.

Texas. Texas is home to 50 community colleges (excluding the 10-campus technical college system) that enrolled 1,088,133 students (419,817 FTE students) in 2019 or roughly 40%
of the state’s undergraduate enrollment. From 2019-2022, community college enrollment declined 3%t, the smallest drop for these years in our sample. The Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board (THECB) regulates the state’s community colleges. The THECB coordinates and regulates the locally elected boards of trustees that govern each community college district. Texas has a new funding model that was approved by the state legislature in 2023. House Bill 8 (HB 8) shifts the state’s community colleges towards a performance based incentive model. The new model allocates what is called Performance Tier Funding (PTF) based on the attainment of specified outcomes, including the number of credentials earned (with an emphasis on high-demand occupations), four-year transfer outcomes, and dual credit outcomes. The funding received for the PTF is weighted for student populations of interest, including Pell-eligible students (25%), academically disadvantaged students (25%), and adult learners age 25 and older (50%). Additionally, select community college districts are eligible for Base Tier Funding, which ensures institutions with relatively low local revenue (as a result of lower taxable property values) can cover the costs of core operations. For the 2024 fiscal year, this was 23 of the 50 colleges. Baum and Cohn (2023) suggest that these targeted funds will particularly promote educational success for students “facing educational barriers” as well as those attending smaller colleges and rural institutions.

C. Comparative Analysis of State Funding Models

The states in our analysis vary by broad funding model categories—traditional (New York), incentive (Ohio, Tennessee, and Texas), and hybrid (California, Michigan)—and by allocation mechanism. Table 2 organizes our focal states first by the type of funding formula and
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5 Additional funding is determined as the difference between instruction and operations (I&O) and local property tax amounts. If local property taxes exceed I&O amounts, the college does not receive base aid.
then by funding allocation mechanism.

Table 2.

Features of State Community College Funding Formulas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUNDING MODEL</th>
<th>Traditional</th>
<th>Incentive</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NY(1)</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>TN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funding Allocation Mechanism</td>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Base + Performance</td>
<td>Base + Enrollment + Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity</td>
<td>Equity-Focused Performance Measures</td>
<td>Equity-Focused Enrollment Measures</td>
<td>Institutional Stabilization Measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Components</td>
<td>Prioritization of In-Demand Fields</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. (1) NY includes the State University of New York and the City University of New York systems. (2) We categorize the NY funding formula as a traditional base model, as that is how it has operated in practice. It is important to note, however, that the formula includes an enrollment mechanism that becomes operational in certain circumstances.

There is also significant variation in the underlying model mechanisms by state, even within a funding model category. For example, Ohio and Tennessee share a performance based incentive model, but the particulars of the model are quite different. In Ohio, 100% of funding is performance based and the largest portion of funding comes from performance on the outcome of course completion. By contrast, in Tennessee, 80% of funding is performance based with all outcomes weighted for the student populations of interest. Some of this variation appears to be driven by characteristics of and priorities of the state. Both California’s and Michigan’s hybrid models provide base funding and include performance components. Notably, California’s incentives tied to enrollment provide additional funding to colleges that enroll low-income and undocumented students, both sizable populations in the state. In Michigan, the contact hours outcome measure is weighted toward programs that can prepare students for jobs in growing industries and potentially offset long-term job losses in manufacturing in particular due to
offshoring and automation (Zielak, 2022).

Enrollment-related metrics directly or indirectly account for a considerable portion of state revenue for five of six states (Texas is the exception). In New York’s traditional model, per FTE funding is a direct component of the model. Ohio’s performance-based incentive model rewards enrollment indirectly by allocating the majority of performance funding to course completion, an outcome strongly correlated with enrollment. Though these models are quite different, they are both sensitive to fluctuations in enrollment. This finding is consistent with those in Shaw et al. (2023), which examined the extent to which enrollment was incentivized by the components of three state models. Given enrollment declines steepened during the pandemic and the demographic outlook for future cohorts is weak, community colleges in states with models that rely on enrollment may encounter financial challenges.

With the financial outlook for the sector deteriorating (Belfield et al., 2024), the importance of stabilizing and equalization funding model mechanisms will grow. These model features aim to create more parity and/or equity across institutions within a state and may be more generous to smaller colleges or colleges with more concentrated student needs. The new model in Texas provides supplemental funding to colleges whose ability to fund core operations is impaired by a lack of local funding or other factors. California’s model also has an equalization feature that pools state and local funding and then redistributes it through the Student Centered Funding Formula.

V. Effects of the Pandemic on Community Colleges’ Financial Condition

Compounding the sector-wide enrollment losses in the wake of the Great Recession were the wide-ranging effects of the pandemic on community colleges. As local institutions, community colleges were on the front lines assisting the individuals and communities
disproportionately impacted by the devastating health and economic consequences of COVID-19 (Brock & Diwa, 2021). They did this work with unprecedented financial support from the federal government. While researchers have only begun to examine the effects of these investments on student outcomes in particular, we can document what community colleges received and disbursed relative to pre-pandemic revenue and expenditure trends. Our analysis first quantifies and compares HEER funding for the states in our sample. We then examine the magnitude of the revenue boost by analyzing HEER funding as a percentage of total revenue pre-pandemic and during the pandemic. Next, we draw on institutional survey data and interviews to show how community colleges spent HEER funds and what lessons they have learned about allocating resources that can be carried forward even as institutions face uncertain financial conditions.

A. Higher Education Emergency Relief Funding

As described earlier, the Higher Education Emergency Relief Funding allocated approximately $25 billion to public, two-year colleges for direct student aid and institutional aid. The states in our sample received a total of $10.1 billion in HEER funding or roughly 40 percent of all HEER funding distributed. Total HEER funding correlated with enrollments in our sample; it was highest in California and lowest in Tennessee. Table 3 compares HEER funding and its component parts on a per FTE basis. When HEER funding is examined on a per FTE student basis, additional insights emerge. Total HEER funding per FTE is generally consistent across our sample, ranging from $10,115 per FTE (Tennessee) to $11,097 (Ohio). Michigan’s per FTE HEER award was larger than the other states, at $14,993 per FTE, followed by Texas at $12,919.

This variation was likely due to the criteria the federal government used to determine institutional allocations. The first round of HEER funding weighted FTE Pell recipients heavily. The second and third rounds of funding emphasized headcount (as opposed to FTE) and fully
online students. These criteria benefited the community college sector as a whole and particularly colleges with larger enrollments of part-time students, Pell recipients, and online students (Daniels et al., 2024). In Michigan, for example, 70% of students were part-time and 39% of students were Pell eligible in 2020. This compares to California, where the same percentage of students were part-time, but substantially fewer were Pell eligible (25%). The differences on these eligibility criteria likely contributed to the variance of nearly $4,000 per FTE in total HEER funding awarded in these states. The same variation we observe between states occurs within states, potentially exacerbating existing inequalities across community colleges in the same state.

Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>NY</th>
<th>OH</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>TX</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total HEER Funding Awarded</td>
<td>$4.402B</td>
<td>$695.7M</td>
<td>$1.433B</td>
<td>$542.2M</td>
<td>$458.1M</td>
<td>$2.584B</td>
<td>$10.115B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEER Funding Awarded per FTE</td>
<td>$11,060</td>
<td>$14,993</td>
<td>$10,762</td>
<td>$11,097</td>
<td>$11,115</td>
<td>$12,919</td>
<td>$11,603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Aid per FTE</td>
<td>$6,120</td>
<td>$8,280</td>
<td>$5,654</td>
<td>$6,085</td>
<td>$5,490</td>
<td>$6,838</td>
<td>$6,294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Aid per FTE</td>
<td>$4,396</td>
<td>$6,004</td>
<td>$4,147</td>
<td>$4,568</td>
<td>$4,060</td>
<td>$4,955</td>
<td>$4,564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Aid per FTE</td>
<td>$544</td>
<td>$709</td>
<td>$960</td>
<td>$444</td>
<td>$564</td>
<td>$1,126</td>
<td>$745</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. FTE student enrollment data is from IPEDS and from fall 2020.

To fully understand the magnitude of HEER funding, it is helpful to see it relative to community colleges’ other sources of revenue. A recent ARCC analysis found that HEER funding was substantial and more than made up for the drop in tuition revenue community colleges experienced at the start of the pandemic (Belfield et al., 2024b). Nationally, total
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6 Pell Grant awards consider Expected Family Contribution (EFC) and the cost of attendance. Because community college tuition in California is relatively low, many California students either do not apply or do not qualify.
revenue per FTE was up 21%. On a per student basis, net of lost tuition revenue, HEER funding increased total revenue by about $1,700 per student.

Figure 8 presents average revenue per community college by source as a share of total revenue pre-pandemic and during the pandemic for the states in our sample. All six states saw an increase in federal funding from 2018-2019 to 2021-2022 (data from 2022 is the latest year currently available in IPEDS). The percentage point increase in federal funding was highest in New York (15 percentage points) and declined slightly in Ohio (3 percentage points). With tuition revenue down over this period in five of six states in our sample (Ohio being the exception), HEER funding was a particularly important offset to lost tuition revenue. State and local funding per FTE was generally stable in our sample, consistent with national trends, due in part to declines in enrollment (Belfield et al., 2024b). New York saw a 7 percentage point drop in state funding during the pandemic, however.
B. Spending During the Pandemic

Community colleges have high fixed costs that may inhibit their ability to reallocate resources and be responsive to emerging needs. While approximately 40% of HEER funds went to student aid, the remainder could be allocated toward a broadly defined set of institutional investments (Daniels et al., 2024). These funds not only enabled institutions to cover high fixed costs, but also presented community college leaders with a unique one-time opportunity to identify and implement strategies to promote student success and equitable outcomes.
We draw on institutional survey and college stakeholder interview data collected in summer 2023 as part of the ARCC Network analysis of federal relief efforts (Kemplin et al., forthcoming; Daniels et al., 2024) to examine how institutions used federal relief funds, what groups of students they targeted for assistance, and what types of assistance they felt were most important to retaining and helping students advance. Survey data includes responses from 170 community colleges across the six focal states. We also include analysis from institutional-level interviews conducted between 2021-2023 as part of CCRC’s project on community college finance.

On average, the colleges in our study received $9.9 million in HEER funds for emergency cash aid to students and $13.6 million for operating expenses at the institution. The biggest use of institutional aid was to make up for lost revenue associated with enrollment declines: on average, about $4.9 million per college. However, many colleges also used institutional aid to supplement emergency aid to students ($2.5 million on average), provide tuition discounts ($1.4 million), and tuition reimbursements ($791,000). In interviews, community college leaders discussed using HEER funding to attract new students through aid programs focused on students’ first semester and attempt to retain existing students (e.g. emergency funding, free/subsidized textbooks, debt forgiveness for students who had already attempted postsecondary education). In fact, institutions in our focal states surpassed the 40% requirement and invested 44% of HEER funds in student aid, combatting the barriers to initial and continued enrollment.

Community colleges’ investments in students extended beyond initiatives to combat financial barriers to enrollment to address students’ basic needs so they could engage with the educational activities of the college. Over a third of institutions (36%) reported spending HEER
funds on food and 17% used aid for housing. Close to half (46%) used HEER funds for mental health services. A recurring theme of the interviews with college administrators was the importance of creating a “culture of caring” by providing comprehensive services on community college campuses, especially as the pandemic exposed existing student vulnerabilities. Through COVID-related funds, colleges were able to augment their delivery of basic needs services and several reported that they centralized basic needs services within a single location. Additionally, some colleges hired additional staff to support basic needs. Prior to the pandemic, basic needs were generally funded through a mixture of local and philanthropic dollars with some support from federal funding (e.g. Perkins); with HEER funding these programs could be expanded and have a clearer funding stream. However, with the end of HEER these programs may be in jeopardy—indeed, 55% of institutions reported worrying about reducing basic needs service with the end of HEER in their survey responses.

In addition to investing directly in students through financial aid and basic needs initiatives, community colleges also leveraged HEER funds to invest in innovations related to teaching and learning. Approximately nine out of ten institutions reported spending HEER funding on technology and other costs associated with a shift to online course modalities; overall, community colleges spent 15% of HEER funds on these efforts. Nearly every college leader interviewed highlighted the use of HEER funding to accelerate technology adoption. These investments took three forms: 1) providing equipment, such as WiFi hotspots and loaner laptops, to students; 2) investing in training for faculty to effectively teach in distance education formats, including training in learning management systems; and 3) equipping classrooms with the technology required for hybrid/HyFlex course modalities, providing students with additional flexibility for their course attendance and reducing the number of people in a classroom at a time
in line with public health guidance. These innovations not only helped maintain instruction
during the height of the pandemic, but also offer a means for community colleges to offer
students more flexible options for their courses, potentially bolstering enrollment and degree
completion.

VI. Discussion

This analysis examined how existing community college funding policies and formulas
influence colleges’ ability to navigate current conditions and improve student success. Based on
our examination, we can anticipate that the funding models for community colleges will face
stern tests in coming years. Community college enrollments have rebounded somewhat in the
last two years, but these gains have not offset the sharp declines of the first two years of the
pandemic, much less the prior decade of enrollment erosion. Looking forward, the so-called
demographic cliff portends future declines in both enrollment and state and tuition revenues. In
addition, the continued expansion of performance-based funding models in a number of states
could result in less equitable distribution of funding.

While HEER funding provided a respite from declines in per FTE state funding and
tuition revenue, it is no longer available. Our findings suggest that community college leaders
used the money in ways that benefited the most vulnerable students, including emergency cash
aid, food and housing assistance, and mental health services. While the worst of the pandemic
may be over, some of these needs will persist; further, even students who do not face severe
challenges have ongoing needs for high quality academic advising and instructional support,
which can be costly. Community colleges by and large are not funded at a level to address such
needs.
There have been some positive developments in funding policy and practice for community colleges. Scholars and advocates have been particularly focused on scrutinizing existing funding policy and models and identifying opportunities to make them more equitable and effective. Several states have embarked on reviews of their models and, in the case of Texas, a complete redesign with these goals in mind. Notably, Texas policymakers recognized the importance of stabilizing funding mechanisms by providing supplemental funding to colleges whose ability to fund core operations is impaired by a lack of local funding or other factors. In doing so, policymakers aim to create more parity and/or equity across institutions within the state, particularly for colleges with more concentrated student needs.

To sustain and build on recent positive developments in community college funding policies, we believe that academic scholarship can play a key role by addressing three central policy questions.

What strategies and practices effectively serve diverse community college students with a range of academic and nonacademic needs, and what are the costs of scaling these approaches?

There is a growing body of evidence on effective policy and practice in community colleges. A number of discrete interventions, in areas such as developmental education (Bickerstaff et al., 2022) and advising (Karp et al., 2021), have been rigorously evaluated and show promise. Some comprehensive reforms like ASAP show large positive impacts on completion in rigorous evaluations (Scrivener et al., 2015) and others like Guided Pathways show significant promise (Jenkins et al., 2024). Importantly, many of these evaluations include cost studies, which provide important information on the resource requirements and costs of these reforms for institutions. This type of scholarship must continue to grow as it has the potential to inform the work of
policymakers responsible for state finance policy and advocates who aim to make community college funding more effective and equitable.

*How can public higher education finance policy effectively incentivize and support community colleges to innovate and implement evidence-based practices without undermining local autonomy?* Policymakers face a conundrum. As the body of evidence on effective policies and practices in community colleges grows, there is an opportunity to make state finance policy more prescriptive and direct colleges to invest in proven approaches. Prescriptive finance policy, however, would be incredibly unpopular and runs counter to the autonomy institutional leaders need to have to deploy available financial resources in service of their strategic priorities and emerging needs. This suggests that redesigns to funding models will need to incorporate strong upfront financial incentives for colleges to take up evidence-based approaches; the models will also need to subsidize robust implementation support. The tenets underlying tiered evidence grantmaking, which has been used by federal agencies for nearly a decade, might provide inspiration to state policymakers.7 This approach provides larger grants to applicants pursuing programs with more evidence of effectiveness and smaller grants to applicants pursuing less tested innovations. It would have to be adapted to the state level and for non-competitive funding systems. Critically, any tiered funding approach would have to protect the core operations of less resourced community colleges while investing in the institutional capacities required to successfully adopt and implement evidence-based programs.

*How can local, state, and federal policymakers work collaboratively to invest in community college students’ and their success?* Reforms of state finance systems can help
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community colleges to a limited degree if they do not also result in substantial increases in state funding levels for public higher education. As such, an expanded role of the federal government in community college funding may be necessary. The federal government is likely the only source of the level of investment called for by Goolsbee et al. (2019) to yield dramatic increases in the proportion of adults with college degrees or certificates. Prior to the pandemic, federal funding accounted for 16% of total community college revenue, on average, with much of it designated for student financial aid. Federal funding increased to 20% during the pandemic due to HEER funding, but state and local funding has always accounted for most community college revenue (Belfield et al., 2024b).

As discussed, the HEER funding program opened a window to how federal funding could be used to improve equitable financing. The HEER funding formula ensured that institutions enrolling large numbers of low-income students received substantially more funding than institutions serving fewer low-income students by weighting enrollments by Pell grant receipt. Congress further appropriated HEER funding for institutions that enrolled underserved student populations, such as Historically Black Colleges and Universities and Tribally Controlled Colleges and Universities. Together, these provisions reflect the ability of the federal government to provide equitable funding based on student characteristics across institutions and states.

Federal funding could also increase community college efficiency by incentivizing the expansion and adoption of evidence-based reforms by growing programs like tiered evidence grants. Almost always, these interventions cost more than business-as-usual, particularly in the early stages of adoption, but are ultimately cost effective in terms of degree production (Azurdia & Galkin, 2020; Belfield, 2020; Miller & Weiss, 2022). It would be a natural extension for
federal agencies like the U.S. Department of Education and the National Science Foundation—which have played a lead role in funding rigorous evaluations—to create and/or expand funding opportunities for community colleges to adopt effective practices and bring them to scale.

VII. Conclusion

Community colleges provide affordable, accessible pathways to higher education for millions of students each year and are critical to federal and state level policy goals to enhance postsecondary attainment and economic growth. Yet, many institutions are routinely under resourced and can struggle to deliver on their mission. State funding represents only a portion of community college revenue. Nevertheless, it remains a powerful force in shaping institutional decision making and performance—and must be harnessed in service of improved and more equitable student outcomes.
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